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By Sherry Chen ’19 
 Stop! Put that chemical sunscreen back on the store 
shelf! Switching to a biodegradable sunscreen not only protects 
you against ultraviolet light (UV), but also the coral reefs and 
aquatic ecosystem against harmful substances of chemical sun-
screen. 
 Coral reefs have been endangered by climate changes, 
pollution, overfishing, and water contamination, which are just a 
few factors that contribute to their destruction by human activities.
 According to CBS News, “Up to 14,000 tons of sun-
screen wind up in coral reef areas of the ocean every year, and 
scientists say that contributes to the ecosystem’s damage.”
 Chemical sunscreen consists of some 
ingredients such as avobenzone, homosalate, octisalate,
 and oxybenzone. 
 “You’re talking about a shot glass in a 
swimming pool. These are the kinds of levels where 
things began to have action,” said Biologist Dr. 
Robert Richmond to CBS News on oxybenzone. 
 If even a small amount of this chemical is 
detrimental to the ecosystem, just think about the con-
sequences of 14,000 tons being washed off in the ocean.
 According to Time.com, “Oxybenzone also 
exacerbates coral bleaching, a process by which cor-
al reject symbiotic organisms and lose their color.” 
 This occurs when the reef loses its algae,
 zooxanthellae, which provides food and pigment for 
proper growth.
 “The algae produce oxygen and help the cor-
al to remove wastes. Most importantly, zooxanthellae supply 
the coral with glucose, glycerol, and amino acids, which are 
the products of photosynthesis,” said National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
 “The coral uses these products to make proteins, fats, 
and carbohydrates, and produce calcium carbonate. This is the 
driving force behind the growth and productivity of coral reefs.”
 The polyps eventually get rid of their algae cells 
when physically stressed, causes a white appearance or 
lack of pigment. The stress is not just from harmful chemi-
cals, but also from the effects of climate change. Biodegrad-
able sunscreen consists of mineral ingredients such as zinc 
oxide and titanium oxide, that are safe for the ecosystem.
 Ms. Kimberly Lau, who teaches Chemistry and AP 

By Jenny Liu ’19, Daniil Frolov ’19,  and Jasper Li ’19
 Chatter fills the crowded streets from the rice noodle 
street carts to the bakeries with fresh baked buns. You are in the 
heart of Chinatown.
 “I am here all the time with friends and family,” said 
Janet Yu, a student from Fort Hamilton High School. “This 
neighborhood is very loud and busy, but it attracts others, which
makes me like it even more.”          
 The streets of Chinatown are often filled with
Chinese teenagers, millennials, and elders who are shopping, 
walking around, or even running to work. It is not surprising 
that Chinatown is always filled, due to the cultural attractions, 
restaurants, and shops.
 Kris Lee ’19 said, “I 
like Chinatown because it’s a 
place where I always feel 
welcomed and can be 
proud of my Chinese
background and 
culture.”
 Today, Chi-
natown is viewed as 
one of the most popular 
places in New York 
City. Many people 
from different 
backgrounds visit 
Chinatown hoping to 
get an insight into its 
way of life. Although it 
may get heavily crowded, it 
is worth the pushing and shoving 
because it adds to the experience. 
 Dorlleen Jiang ’19 said, “Chinese elderly are known 
for going to bakeries and supermarkets to shop. I believe 
tourists like to take a walk around Chinatown because of 
the food and to explore Chinese culture in New York City.” 
 Chinatown is also known as a neighborhood filled 
with a large selection of restaurants and delicacies.
 One highly recommended place for lunch is Wah 
Fung Fast Food, on Chrystie Street. 
 “This place is bomb,” said Edward Kim ’19. “It’s so 
worth it. $4 for rice and vegetables with your choice of 
chicken or pork is cheap, and they give you large portions 
of meat, making it even more enjoyable.”
            Although the good restaurants impress a lot of 
people, some still aren’t satisfied. But luckily for them, they
 can always get bubble tea at Boba Guys in Canal Street Market
 or cool off with some ice cream on a fish-shaped cake from 
Taiyaki NYC at Baxter Street.
 “I would definitely recommend going to Taiyaki,” 
said Jared Hwee ’19. “Their cones are unique and have a great 
flavor. It improves the quality of the ice cream experience and 

Biodegradable  Sunscreen Protects Coral Reefs

Neighborhood profile...
Steeped in History: Chinatown Prospers

Environmental Science and coaches the Ocean Science Team, 
said, “Biodegradable means it will eventually be broken down 
by a living organism but, it doesn’t break down fast enough 
for it to have no effect at all.”
 Ms. Lau also stated, “The effect is smaller and shorter,
but there is still an effect.” 
 This makes biodegradable sunscreen a safer choice, 
although it has a small effect on bleaching but less harmful 
compared to oxybenzone. 
 Both chemical and mineral sunscreens offer protection 
from ultraviolet A (UVA), ultraviolet B (UVB), and ultraviolet 

C (UVC). However, chemical sunscreen is absorbed into the 
skin and can be harmful, while mineral sunscreen sits on the 
surface keeping out toxic chemicals. 
 So why zinc oxide and titanium oxide? According 
to Benefitof.net, Zinc oxide is good for repairing cuts 
and preventing rashes, and is a good ingredient used in sunscreen.
 Titanium oxide commonly found in sunscreen helps 
reflect UV light however, it doesn’t harm the reefs unlike 
chemical sunscreen because titanium is a natural element in the 
earth’s crust according to CehmicalSaftyFacts.org.
 The combination of zinc and titanium oxide makes it 
eco-friendly.

 UVA is the longest wavelength that causes signs 
of aging and wrinkle, while UVB affects the skin’s sur-
face such and can lead to sunburn, redness, and skin cancer. 
UVC is the shortest wavelength absorbed by the ozone. 
 Hawaii has considered a ban on chemical sunscreens 
to preserve the coral reefs. Other places, like Mexico, with large 
tourist attractions are requiring reef-friendly sunscreen. Coral reefs 
not only provide food, habitat, and shoreline protection, they also 
might lead to a new cancer medicine. These are some positive 
benefits the coral reefs provide which, may no longer be avail-
able if the slightest action is not taken to preserve it from harm.
 Mrs. Lau said, “About 70 to 80 percent of all of our
oxygen on Earth is thanks to marine algae and marine plants. 
We’re very reliant on their ecosystem without many people
 really knowing about it.” 
 Hassan Bukhari ’19 said, “Most people aren’t aware of 
the damage that are killing the coral reefs which the public
should be educated about.” 
 The lack of awareness and information has been an 
issue in trying to get people to help preserve the coral reefs. 
 “Society needs to appreciate the reefs more not just 
for its beauty, but for their capabilities as well that benefits us,” 
said Jia Ci Deng ’19.
 In the long run, the corals benefit us and the ecosystem, 
but extinction of it can take those benefits away forever.
 “Plastics are also a factor that kills the coral 
reefs when they ingest microplastic which, interferes with 
their feeding activity causing starvation,” said Brian See-
toe ’19. “By using biodegradable sunscreen is a small 
step in fixing the problem which is better than nothing.” 
 The top choice seller for biodegradable sunscreen is 
the Alba Botanica, which provides great moisture, is long-last-
ing, and is 100 percent vegetarian, without white residue. 
 The second best choice is the Goddess Garden, which 
is organic and a spray on that lasts a long period of time in the 
sun. It is also certified as reef safe and 100 percent biodegradable. 
 Other popular brands are Mexi-Tan, Caribbean Solu-
tions, Nature’s Gate, Kiss My Face, and Hawaiian Tropical
biodegradable lotions.
 Although biodegradable sunscreen might be a little-
more pricey compared to chemical sunscreen, since more zinc 
oxide and titanium oxide are needed to get SPF 30, but, none-
theless it has a long shelf life and is worth the extra money. 
 

is something everyone should try in their lifetime.”  
 Social media pages that promote unique shops, such 
as Taiyaki, have a large effect on people’s decisions to try out
 certain shops.
 “Their popularity definitely affected my choice to try 
them out since many people went there,” said Katie Chen ’19. 
“I felt the need to see what the hype was about.”
 Chinatown is located in Lower Manhattan and is very 
accessible. You can take the B or D train to Grand Street, the N, 
Q, R, or 6 train to Canal Street, or the F to East Broadway. You 
can also take a ferry. 
 According to Huffpost.com, Chinatown in New York 
City originated from racism due to the “legal barriers that 

prevented assimilation.” 
 Back in the 
19th Century, during 
the building of the 
Transcontinental Rail-
road and the new wave
of immigrants, a lot of 
Chinese workers were 
blamed for lowering 
wages and bashed  for 
not assimilating to 
American society. 
 The Chinese 
Exclusion Act prevent-
ed them from living 
and working anywhere 
besides Chinatown with 
the risk of deportation. 

 However, today Chi-
natown still persists as one 

of the most popular areas of New York City. Although many 
parts of Chinatown are disappearing or simply becoming 
tourist destinations, many Chinese immigrants are still flocking
into the United States, and their first stop is usually 
Chinatown.
         “I’m Chinese myself so I’ve noticed many Chinese 
immigrants immediately go to Chinese populated areas 
to live and work,” said Amy Cheung ’19. “But living in 
Chinatown also means the risk of being exposed to Chinese 
elites.”
 Being exposed means that they would easily be 
targeted for exploitation, and if they are illegally here, then 
the chances would be even higher. The immigrants usually
blend in with those who are legally here by staying in Chinese 
populated areas like Chinatown.
 Although Chinatown originated from discrimination 
and racism, it has grown to become more diverse. “Although 
I get tired of Chinese food sometimes, I cannot deny the taste 
of flavors from my country,” said Cheung.

By Alena Cradle-Morgan ’19
 Destiny Quest is a new resource for the school’s library 
that will help students choose what books to read and will assist
them with research.
 This new feature in the school’s online library cata-
log will allow students to create a profile and keep track of 
what they read. Also, with clearance from a librarian, students 
will be able to review and recommend books to their peers.
 “They can keep track of what they want to 
read, what they’ve read and what they are current-
ly reading,” said Denise Gary, the library mdia spcialist. 
 Destiny Quest provides students with help-
ful information about what’s currently in the library. 
 The website also shows any new arrivals to the library, 
the most checked out items, and lists of books pertaining to 
specific topics customized by the librarians. Students can print 
out these lists of books, making it easier to do the research for 
their assignments.
 The next steps are to inform students about this new 
feature, educate them on how to access it, and make the website 
easy to use.
 In order to access Destiny Quest, students must go on 
the school’s website and click on “Library” under the students 
tab.
 Next, click on the library catalog link, search for 
Midwood High School and click on the Destiny Quest tab.
 The librarians hope to make the process of find-
ing the website easier by eliminating the need to search for 
Midwood’s library catalog. The goal is that when students 
click on the library catalog link on the website, it takes them 
directly to Destiny Quest.
 “There are forty-two hundred students in this school, 
and they are not using this.” said Ms. Gary, whose hope is that 
students will be informed of this resource at orientation or are 
told about it in class. “This is something to incorporate in ori-
entation,” she said. “This is another lesson to teach students
what components go into writing a review.”
 There is a mix of opinions on Destiny Quest and how 
useful it will be for students. Some of the main positive aspects 
show that it would make school work more efficient, however, 
others disagree.
 “I think it is great because sometime students for-
get what book they’ve read, and if there is a record of what 
components go into writing a review,” said Yosselin Castillo ’19.
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Bleached Acropora coral in the Keppel Island.
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Chinatown is a lively attraction site.


